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 Abstract: 

Natural Language processing is one of the least 
advanced field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) due to the 
variety of languages and differences amongst the 
language rules. Named Entity Recognition (NER) is also 
a least advanced application of natural language 
processing and branch of information retrieval in which 
text is understood, classified, labeled and retrieved. A 
difference in language impose new challenges as some 
of the entity recognition systems for English perform at 
the level of human response. This paper introduces 
Sindhi Named Entity Recognition (SNER) as of its very 
first attempt for NER for this language. Sindhi is one of 
the seven languages of the history of the mankind. SNER 
is intelligently extract and classify entities from Sindhi 
text with pre-defined categories. Challenges and issues 
are analyzed and presented the solutions of these 
identified problems in Sindhi Named Recognition 
System. The system works on more than 200,000 words 
including Sindhi names, surnames, numbers, names of 
cities and other entities.  The proposed system performs 
NER tasks successfully and presents 97% accuracy. 
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Ambiguity handling is the next step along with the 
grammar understanding, which will lead to a Sindhi 
chat bot.  

Keywords:  Entity Recognition, Sindhi, Human Language, Natural Language 
Processing  

Introduction 
Artificial Intelligence is making machines more like human being and these 
machines learn and behave like human being. One of the branches of AI is natural 
language processing where a machines and computers are trained to understand 
and speak like human; called natural language understanding and natural language 
generation. Named Entity Recognition (NER) is one of the emerging branches of 
NLP having potential applications such as question answering, machine 
translation, information retrieval, clustering of text and others (Naji, 2011).  

1.1 Introduction to Sindhi Language  
Nearly 60 million speakers including 53 in Pakistan and 6 million in India depicts 
the importance of Sindhi language and the need of NLP applications. Sindhi is the 
member of Indo-Aryan languages and the Prakrit dialect is the base for the 
development of Sindhi. Sindhi is written in one of the popular three scripts 
namely Arabic, Devanagari and Roman whereas the Arabic script is widely 
employed by Sindh province in Pakistan and Devanagari script is used by Indian 
Sindhi dwellers. Sindhi script is considered one of the largest extension of the 
Arabic script as various languages such as Pashto, Urdu, Persian and Malay are 
the common examples of Arabic script extensions (Hakro,2015). Figure 1. depicts 
the alphabet of Sindhi script in various scripts. 

1.2    Named Entity Recognition  
As the name implies NER is searching meaningful entities such as names of the 
persons, names of the cities, various locations, date including months and years, 
weekdays, names of the organizations, cast names and other such type of 
information from the given text. The next job of NER is to classify these extracted 
entities from given text into various categories based on rule based approach or 
machine learning (Mansouri et al., 2008). The rule based approach heavily 
depends upon the grammar and linguistics knowledge which identifies the entities 
based on language rules. The other approach used for NER is based on machine 
learning approaches such as support vector machines, decision trees and hidden 
markov model for the extraction of entities from the sentences. Many of the south 
Asian languages (Goyal, 2008; Gali et al.,2008; Kumar et al.,2008), Indian 
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languages (Sharma et al.,2011), such as Telugu (Srikanth and Murthy,2008), 
Bengali (Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay,2008) have their own NER systems. Some of 
the other languages like Urdu (Jahangir et al., 2012; Singh et al.,2012; Becker et 
al., 2002), Arabic (Benajiba et al.,2012; AbdelRahman et al., 2010; Abdul-Hamid 
and Darwish, 2010; Benajiba, 2009;), and other languages (Dey et al., 2014; 
Bandyopadhyay,2008) are enriched with their NER systems. There is no any 
work has been found regarding Sindhi named entity recognition, to be best of our 
knowledge.  

Let us consider the example for Sindhi given in Table 1. 
Table 1:  An Example of a named entity in a sentence 

Maqsood Ahmed and Sarang travelled to Ratodero to meet iqbal. 

 אقبال سان ملڻ لاءِ مقصود אحمد ۽ سارنگ رتوديرو ويا
 
There are four named entities in the above Sindhi sentence, the named entity 
extractor would identify these entities and label them as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: A Sample of named entities classification 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Named Entity Tags 

(Maqsood Ahmed ,مقصود אحمد) Person 

 Person (Sarang ,سارنگ)

Location (Ratodero ,رتوديرو)

 Person (Iqbal ,אقبال)

Figure 1: Alphabet of Sindhi Language (Arabic script) 
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2. Related Material 
Shihadeh and Neumann (2012) presented a study on Arabic named entity 
recognition. A software has been developed which tokenizes, provides 
morphological analysis, tagging for the parts of the speech and other features. 
Gazetteer lookup method has been used as the first step for the improved 
performance for the classification of named entities. In Second step with the help 
of morphological analysis the affixes were removed for the sake of improved 
performance.  

Asharef et al. (2012) presented an Arabic named entity recognition system in 
which experiments were performed on crime documents. A basic of crime 
analysis is a result of the entity recognition of such type of documents. The rule 
based approach has been used for their experiments on Arabic NER system. A 
formalized information and general crime indicator lists have been created. An 
Arabic named entities were annotated by matching corpus of crime domain. The 
number of Arabic NER entries were built and many of the syntactical rules were 
formalized, induced and applied to classify the Arabic entities of crime document 
based text. The system accuracy claimed is 90% and satisfactory performance 
along with effective approaches used.   

Traboulsi (2009) presented a followed study of multilingual local generated 
grammar approach for the entity recognition of Arabic script. The approach has 
been applied on biochemistry literature in which commonly used and recursive 
phrases are checked. The approach has also been used to extract information like 
address expressions, date and time from the given letters. The methods have also 
been applied for the names extraction from various languages including, French, 
Turkish, Korean, Chinese, English and Portuguese. The local grammar approach 
has been used to extract Arabic names from the documents.  

3. Materials and Methods 
3.1 Sindhi Named Entity Recognition 
Sindhi Named Entity Recognition (SNER) is an artificial intelligence based 
application which extracts the Sindhi Named entities from the text and classify 
into predefined classes or entities such as name of the person, numbers, years, 
months, place, organization, designation, brand, object, measurement abbreviation 
and time. The algorithm defined identifies the original entities with reference to 
the context of Sindhi language entities. Much of the work on various Sindhi 
application have been done such as Sindhi OCR (Hakro,2012; 
Hakro,2014,Hakro,2015), Sindhi text image database(Hakro,2015), Sindhi 
dictionary (Bhatti et al., 2014) and other applications (Chandio et al., 2016; Shah 
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et al., 2004) but no any such work on Sindhi named entities has been found to the 
best of the authors knowledge. The ultimate goal of the research is to develop an 
entity recognizer in Sindhi and this study can be understood as the first step 
towards the Sindhi Chat bot. For this purpose, a Sindhi Entity recognition 
application has been created in java which identifies the Sindhi entities and can be 
executed on any machine. Successful identification will result in classification of 
the named entities and remaining are understood as non-entities. The interface of 
the custom built application is shown in Figure 1.   

 

Figure 1: Custom built application for Sindhi Named Entity Recognition 

The custom built application for Sindhi named entity recognition will take a 
single sentence as input as clearly shown in Figure 1. The application is capable 
of getting input of multiple sentences and identify the Sindhi entities and non-
entities on a rule based approach based on repetitive tagging. For the sake of 
easiness and in situation where no resources are available, then many of the 
written examples have been given to user, so that the working mechanism of the 
SNER can be tested. Clear button clears the text area whereas the extract button 
triggers the automatic algorithm of SNER which extracts information and displays 
the result by identifying the entities and non-entities. Information extraction from 
the sentence along with results are shown in Figure 2 where a person name 
ي ڄامشورو) and the organization (مقصود)  named entities have (سنڌ يونيورس
been extracted.  
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The SNER performs operation in two steps, namely NE detection (NED) where 
the text is identified forming the NE and the other is NE classification (NEC) 
which assigns the category of label to the found text span. The proposed system 
can recognize more than 222,000 entities including common names of the 
persons, popular brands (2000), countries along with their capital names, cities of 
Pakistan including Sindhi province and other entities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Results of Sindhi Named Entity Recognition 

 

 

The system is of an adoptive nature where the additional entities can be added in 
case when entity is not found then the system will ask the user if he/she wants to 
add the entity. On successful addition the entity is added and next time the entity 
will be the part of the system.  

3.2 SNER Algorithm 
The working mechanism of the SNER algorithm can be understood from the 
following example. The sentence “ سارنگ سائين دلنواز جو شاگرد آهي” shown in 
Figure 3, which means Sarang is the student of sir Dil Nawaz. The process of 
creation of sets from the words is shown in Figure 4. The reason to create sets 
from the words is to handle the double word names. Such as two word names ( 
ت فتح علي) and the other example is three words name (مقصود احمد  After . (ن
recognizing “آهي” as a non-Entity, the recognized non-entity “آهي” will be 
replaced with “- ” sign and the remaining sentence will remain the same, without 
any change as shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 3: Sample Sentence given as input 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: creation of sets from the given sentence (input) 

 

 

Figure 5: step wise creation of sets from the given sentence (input) 

The iterative process of creating sets will continue until the entity is found and 
classified into predefined stored entities. The step wise process (remaining) is 
shown in Figure 6.  

Figure 6: step wise creation of sets from the given sentence (input) 
 

 

 

جو شاگرد آهي دلنواز سائين  سارنگ

جو شاگرد - دلنواز سائين  سارنگ

- - - دلنواز سائين  سارنگ

- - - - سائين  سارنگ
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Figure 7: Graphical presentation of set creation from the given sentence (input) 

Results and Discussion 
To develop this NER system for Sindhi language, one must know Sindhi language 
so that problems and challenges can be studied properly, which may occur in the 
developing of NER system for Sindhi language. The proposed system 
successfully extracts entities and classify into categories with an accuracy of 
overall 97%. The remaining errors are due to the ambiguous entities which needs 
a separate algorithm to handle which is assumed as future work of this study. We 
took some problems/challenges which are mentioned in (Dev et al., 2014) and 
studied carefully to provide solutions of those problems. A comprehensive 
algorithm has been presented for named entity recognition of Sindhi Language 
which can easily handle the problems such as Free Word order, Nested Named 
Entities, and Compound Named Entities considered as one of the major problems. 
To enhance the accuracy of the system ambiguity problem will be handled in 
future as it needs a lot of efforts to make computer understand about words with 
more than two meanings. The system can understand, extract hundreds and 
thousands of the Sindhi named entities and capable of adding more entities in the 
case; when entities are not found. This adaptive nature of the SNER will pave the 
way for better accuracy and understanding more entities of Sindhi language. A 
sample of recognizing entities has been depicted in Figure 8.  

 

- - - - -  سارنگ
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Figure 8: SNER output for recognizing Sindhi Named Entities  
 

 
Figure 8: SNER output for recognizing Sindhi Named Entities  

 
 
Conclusion 
The information extraction strategy known as entity extraction or named- entity 
recognition (NER) concerns itself with detecting and classifying certain elements 
in a string of text contained within in a natural language document in our case 
Sindhi language. An integrated SNER has been presented to identify and extract 
entities as places, quantities, time expressions, or names of persons or locations. 
The system successfully identifies and extracts Sindhi entities and presented up to 
97% accuracy. The work described in paper concerns with Information Extraction 
(IE) and more specifically, named entity extraction in Sindhi language which 
leads to machine translation and other applications.   
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